RECENT OWNERSHIP REFORM AND CONTROL OF CENTRAL STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES IN CHINA: TAKING ONE STEP AT A TIME
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I INTRODUCTION

Competition between State-Owned Enterprises (‘SOEs’) and foreign companies has intensified as China liberalised market access in order to fulfil its commitments for entry to the World Trade Organization (‘WTO’). To help SOEs meet the challenge of increasing international competition, the Chinese Government has adopted a variety of reform measures to increase the productivity and efficiency of SOEs. Reforming the ownership structure of SOEs and instituting standardised corporate governance are two important measures. This article examines recent ownership reform and control of central SOEs as well as issues to be tackled as part of ongoing reform. Part II provides a short review of the corporatisation of SOEs, Part III examines the powers and functions of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (‘SASAC’) as a representative body of State ownership, while Part IV reflects on the recent ownership reform and argues for further reform in ownership diversification and ownership regulation.

II CORPORATISATION OF SOEs

Since 1979, SOEs have undergone four major strategic steps towards better governance: (1) greater autonomy for managers; (2) management contracting; (3) restructuring; and (4) ownership diversification.¹ The most important shift was the restructuring of SOEs as corporations.²

---
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Ownership change has been closely guarded by the Government due to ideological and social stability concerns. The privatisation of large SOEs has never been promoted as a policy goal. The reform of SOEs in China has attracted great interest from international law and economic scholars alike. Contrary to the mass privatisation approach adopted by Russia and other transforming economies, China’s gradual approach to SOE reform with minimal

---

3 ‘In late June [2002], more than a year after authorities unveiled a plan to raise much-needed money for the country’s social-security fund by selling some of the shares they control, the State Council admitted failure and scrapped the sales. Only a tiny portion of the sales had actually happened, but the threat that more might come had sent Shanghai’s A-share market, which consists of renminbi-denominated shares restricted to domestic investors, into a 35 per cent tailspin between May and October [in 2001]’: Ben Dolven, ‘Capital Drought’ (2002) 165(27) Far Eastern Economic Review 30.

4 This is largely due to an ideological barrier: predominant public ownership in the Chinese economy. The Chinese socialist economy has been characterised by public ownership since the founding of the People’s Republic of China. The ongoing transformation from planned economy to market economy has not fundamentally changed this character, although other forms of ownership including private ownership have recently been enshrined in the Constitution and encouraged. Ownership reform has focused on diversification of ownership, although some small and medium-sized SOEs were allowed to merge with or be acquired by other parties. The Government encourages development of diversified economic elements whilst retaining the dominance of the public sector. For example, the amended 2004 Constitution states: ‘[t]he basis of the socialist economic system of the People’s Republic of China is socialist public ownership of the means of production, namely, ownership by the whole people and collective ownership by the working people’: Constitution of the People’s Republic of China art 6(1). Further, ‘[t]he state-owned economy, that is, the socialist economy under ownership by the whole people, is the leading force in the national economy. The State ensures the consolidation and growth of the State-owned economy’: Constitution of the People’s Republic of China art 7. Premier Wen Jiabao also mentioned this in his 2007 Government Report: ‘[w]e will encourage, support and guide the development of individual-proprietorship businesses, private companies and other components of the non-public sector of the economy’: Wen Jiabao, Report on the Work of Government (2007) The Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China <http://english.gov.cn/official/2007-03/16/content_552995.htm> at 14 October 2007.

5 Rapid mass privatisation of SOEs in Russia (previously a centrally planned economy) from 1992 to 1994 failed, very badly, to revive its economy. According to Black, Kraakman and Tarassova, ‘mass privatization was part of the shock therapists’ effort to destroy the existing structure of state control, quickly and irrevocably’: Bernard Black, Reinier Kraakman and Anna Tarassova, ‘Russian Privatization and Corporate Governance: What Went Wrong?’ (2000) 52 Stanford Law Review 1731, 1803. They observed three main failures in the Russian privatisation effort: first, mass privatisation of large enterprises is likely to lead to massive insider self-dealing. The development of an effective legal and enforcement infrastructure for controlling inside dealing must precede or go alongside with privatisation of large enterprises. If privatisation goes ahead first, massive theft is likely to occur before the infrastructure to control it can develop; second, the profit incentives to restructure privatised enterprises (instead of looting them) can be swamped by an unfriendly business environment created by such things as a tax system and official corruption; and third, corrupt privatisation of large enterprises can compromise future reforms: at 1731.
privatisation appears to be more successful in transforming corporate governance and spurring economic development.\(^6\)

During the initial reform period, the Government supported SOEs through heavily subsidised bank loans to keep them operating and solvent. This approach was unsustainable, as State banks were nearly paralysed by the astronomical amount of bad debts and non-performing loans\(^7\). It was therefore imperative to explore new workable ways to reform SOEs. The corporatisation of SOEs was initiated to build up the effective internal governance mechanisms of SOEs, as well as to increase profitability and efficiency through the pressure exerted by market forces.

The Company Law 1993 (‘Company Law’)\(^8\) was passed by the National People’s Congress to facilitate the corporatisation of SOEs. Under the Company Law, SOEs can be restructured, or ‘corporatised’, into three types of companies: wholly State-owned companies, limited liability companies and joint stock limited companies.\(^9\)

Corporatised SOEs can be listed on a stock exchange if listing requirements are met. To date, the majority of listed companies in China are transformed

---

\(^6\) China’s SOE reform began with granting managers autonomy and introducing a shareholding system, then to corporatisation and ownership diversification on a trial and error basis. Such a gradual approach has helped with maintaining social stability, which is vital for the progression of the reform. Although SOE reform still faces many challenges, achievements have been made in transforming organisational structures and enhancing the efficiency of SOEs; see Harry G Broadman, *Lessons from Corporatization and Corporate Governance Reform in Russia and China* (2001) Social Science Research Network <http://ssrn.com/abstract=292599> at 14 October 2007; Varouj A Aivazian, Ying Ge and Jiaping Qiu, ‘Can Corporatization Improve the Performance of State-owned Enterprises Even Without Privatization?’ (2005) 11(5)Journal of Corporate Finance 791.

\(^7\) According to Li Rongrong, the Minister in charge of SASAC, from 1994 to 2002, 3,080 SOEs were closed down or bankrupt in China, with RMB 199.54 billion (US$24.1 billion) of non-performing loans written off and 5.3 million laid-off workers relocated. In 2003, China still had some 2,500 large and medium-sized SOEs that were bankrupt but had yet to be closed down. These SOEs employed 5.1 million workers and involved liabilities of RMB 240 billion (US$29.0 billion). See ‘Over 2,500 Chinese SOEs yet to be closed: official’, *People’s Daily Online*, 19 November 2003, <http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/200311/19/eng20031119_128566.shtml> at 27 October 2007.


\(^9\) Company Law 1993, ch V, art 159. In a limited liability company, shareholders assume liability towards the company to the extent of their respective capital contributions, with the company liable for its debts to the extent of all its assets: Company Law 1993, ch I, art 3. A wholly State-owned company is a limited liability company invested in and established solely by a State-authorised investment institution or a department authorised by the State: Company Law 1993, ch II, art 63. A joint stock limited company has its total capital divided into shares of equal value, with shareholders being liable to the proportion of their holdings and the company being liable for its debt to the extent of all its assets: Company Law 1993, ch I, art 3. A joint stock limited company may be organised as a public share offer, with a maximum of 65 per cent of shares going to the public: Company Law 1993, ch III, art 83. With such public involvement, incorporation is subject to the approval of either a department authorised by the State Council or a government department at the provincial level: Company Law 1993, ch III, art 77.
SOEs. Initially only subsidiaries of large SOEs were listed on the market with the wholly State-owned parent company retaining a controlling ownership. Such practices created governance problems for both listed subsidiaries and parent companies. Hence, full listings (comprehensive listing of both subsidiaries and parent SOEs) are currently on the reform agenda.

Organisational restructuring through corporatisation has brought about more effective information and incentive constraints on managers. Chinese companies have generally upgraded their internal governance mechanisms by setting up board committees, appointing independent directors and enhancing information disclosure, all of which are mandated by law and enforced by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (‘CSRC’), which acts as the corporate regulator.

However, the restructured companies also inherited the traditional operating and management culture of the old SOEs. Previously, the State always played a significant role in enterprise operation and management. SOEs operated according to State production plans and governance was then mainly about setting up linkages between State policy and factory production. SOEs were used as sites of general welfare production, not as sites of narrow private wealth...
production. They did not concern themselves with markets or particular shareholders and operated under State protection.

Therefore, corporatised SOEs face problems inherent in the transition from a planned socialist economy characterised by public ownership and State control to a market economy. Many of the problems relate to State ownership and control of the SOEs, which SOEs themselves are incapable of handling without the initiative of the Government.

The State plays multiple roles in regulating SOEs. The State is a key figure both as a drafter and an enforcer of regulations and rules and as the sole or controlling shareholder in corporatised SOEs:

The overlap and conflict of being referee and player, combined with the inefficiency caused by pursuing political objectives instead of taking responsibility as a shareholder, are the apparent negative influences on governance qualities. In order to minimise these influences and improve efficiency of state-owned enterprises, China is constantly exploring new paths of its state asset management by trial and error.

III REPRESENTATIVE BODIES OF STATE OWNERSHIP: MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF STATE ASSETS BY SASAC

As a result of the concentration of State ownership in corporatised SOEs, the State, as a controlling shareholder, has unmatched power to dominate shareholders’ meetings, the board and management in general. However, the State is an abstract form: it must perform its role as a controlling shareholder through agents. The directors and managers of listed companies are largely political appointees whose job it is to safeguard State assets, but without adequate supervision State assets have been misappropriated and siphoned off by the managers.

To address this problem, the Government set up an Asset Management Agency, subordinate to the Ministry of Finance (‘MOF’) to exercise the ownership rights of the State and supervise the management of State assets by SOEs. However, this arrangement failed to achieve its goal. The establishment of SASAC in 2003 demonstrated the Government’s renewed efforts to tackle long-standing problems concerning SOE ownership. SASAC is mandated to...
consolidate functions previously scattered over various government agencies, which include representing State ownership, as well as regulating and supervising central SOEs. The main functions of SASAC include: assuming rights and responsibilities as the owner and safeguarding the interests of the owner; conducting reform and reorganisation of SOEs; appointing Boards of Supervisors to monitor SOEs; appointing and dismissing enterprise managers; auditing State assets; and performing other functions allocated to them by respective governments: Interim Regulations on the Management of Enterprise State-owned Assets 2003, art 13.

SASAC at the local level supervises local SOEs which are owned and controlled by the provincial governments. The central SASAC drafts laws, administrative regulations and rules on the management of State-owned assets, and directs and supervises the work of local State-owned asset managers. This discussion focuses on central SASAC.

The number of central SOEs is down from 196 in 2003 to 159 in 2006 as a result of continuous restructuring27 and the Government’s aspirations to foster larger and global Chinese companies.28 The revenue of central SOEs surged 82 per cent from RMB 4470 billion in 2003 to RMB 8140 billion in 2006, while profits more than doubled from RMB 301 billion to RMB 755 billion, witnessing an annual growth rate of 35.9 per cent.29 Central SOEs own 194 listed mainland companies and 57 Hong Kong companies, and 33 of 159 central SOEs have listed on stock exchanges at home and abroad.30

Central SASAC supervises 159 companies which are considered vital to national security and strategically important enough to warrant the maintenance of State control.31 The State still retains significant ownership control over key SOEs and plays an active role in the restructuring of SOEs through SASAC.32 SASAC has endeavoured to play a large part in the strategic management and restructuring of large SOEs with a stated goal of ultimately reducing their number to 30 to 50 globally competitive companies, either through mergers or injecting State resources to strengthen their global competitiveness.33

24 The main functions of SASAC include: assuming rights and responsibilities as the owner and safeguarding the interests of the owner; conducting reform and reorganisation of SOEs; appointing Boards of Supervisors to monitor SOEs; appointing and dismissing enterprise managers; auditing State assets; and performing other functions allocated to them by respective governments: Interim Regulations on the Management of Enterprise State-owned Assets 2003, art 13.
29 See Xinhua News Agency, above n 27.
30 Ibid.
32 SASAC will compile a ‘state assets management budget’ for the central enterprises consolidating their investment funds and require them to hand over a portion of their post-tax profits to the State. This will shift certain authority on allocating profits and directing investments from individual enterprises to the Central Government.
While one of the main objectives of SOE reform has been to separate the State’s ownership role from its regulatory role, central SASAC does not seem to be a good example of a functional division as its mandate combines both functions.

Central SASAC exercises ownership rights on behalf of the Central Government. It guides the reform and restructuring of central SOEs and supervises the maintenance and appreciation of the value of State assets. It also dispatches the supervisory board to some large enterprises on behalf of the State and takes charge of daily management of the supervisory board.

In addition, SASAC plays an important role in mergers and acquisitions (‘M&A’) involving SOEs. Mergers involving SOEs are aimed at improving their international competitiveness by increasing scale and consolidating operations. There were 818 acquisitions of Chinese companies by foreign companies in 2006. Although only a small proportion of foreign acquisitions were blocked by the Chinese Government, no single foreign company acquired a controlling stake in the Chinese SOEs.

Regulations on foreign M&A were issued in August 2006, which specifically state that restrictions on foreign investment cannot be violated as a result of a merger or acquisition. The Ministry of Commerce (‘MOFCOM’) decides whether the acquisition will endanger national security or lead to a monopoly, and approves the establishment of foreign-invested enterprises following the foreign acquisition of a Chinese company. SASAC supervises procedural regularity and ensures that State assets are not divested at an undervalued price. The CSRC also has a regulatory role when M&A activity involves a listed company. The roles of these regulatory bodies are yet to be well coordinated enough to achieve the optimum results of regulation.

37 In industries requiring Chinese controlling ownership, foreign investors cannot hold majority ownership through acquisition. In industries requiring a Chinese partner, foreign investors cannot adopt a wholly owned company through acquisition. In industries prohibiting foreign investment, no merger or acquisition activities can be allowed. See Ministry of Commerce, the CSRC et al, Administrative Measures on Strategic Investment of Foreign Investors in Listed Companies, issued on 31 December, 2005, effective 30 January 2006.
38 Ministry of Commerce, the CSRC et al, Administrative Measures on Strategic Investment of Foreign Investors in Listed Companies, issued on 31 December, 2005, effective 30 January 2006.
39 In a recent circular, SASAC requires that state assets sold to foreigners be transferred through official asset exchanges, not through direct contractual transfers. See Ministry of Commerce, the CSRC et al, Administrative Measures on Strategic Investment of Foreign Investors in Listed Companies, issued on 31 December 2005, effective 30 January 2006.
IV STATE OWNERSHIP OF CORPORATISED SOEs AND RECENT CHANGES

The shareholding structure of domestically listed companies is comprised of State shares, legal person shares, and individual shares. Central and local governments generally hold State shares and are represented by corresponding financial institutions. State Asset Management Companies (‘AMCs’) or investment companies may also hold State shares. Legal person shares are held by domestic institutions such as industrial enterprises, securities companies, trust and investment companies, various foundations and funds, banks, construction companies, transportation and power companies, and research institutes. Individual shares are held by individual investors.

State shares and legal person shares were non-tradable shares. The non-transferability of these shares constrained the fair liquidity of the stock markets, which also affected effectiveness of monitoring mechanisms for corporate control – as accurate pricing and good liquidity are essential features of an efficient market. Accurate pricing is not only important for initial public offerings and subsequent offerings but also for monitoring corporate control and management performance. Market liquidity reduces transaction costs and risks associated with investments.

By the end of 2004, ‘the non-tradable shares accounted for 64 per cent of the total shares in the Chinese capital market (among which the State owned 74 per cent)’. The non-tradability of these shares had such a negative impact on the markets that in October 2005, the CSRC and SASAC took a bold move to reform non-tradable shares. According to the reform measures, the State still owns around two-thirds of shares of China’s listed companies, but those shares were converted into tradeable form during 2006 under a plan which compensated minority shareholders for the dilution in their holdings. Some 97 per cent of

40 Tenev, Zhang and Brefort, above n 34, 76.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
49 Ibid.
50 The Administrative Measures on the Separation of Equity Ownership and Trading Rights of Listed Companies was issued on October 14 2005.
51 The reform process involves four steps:
listed companies have now completed the reform program. Those companies that fail to undertake the reform have been placed in a new category: ‘S’ shares. They will be penalised by having their daily trading limits halved.

The reform program has successfully removed split share structures (tradable versus non-tradable shares), which was initially designed to maintain stability in the early stage of the stock market’s development but in recent years has been seen as the key culprit for China’s stagnant stock market. The split share structure reform achieved multiple goals: raising funds, as well as increasing market liquidity while maintaining State control. The implementation of the reform has already boosted investor confidence and market performance.

However, ownership reform does not directly enable the owner to effectively exercise ownership rights. The two most important attributes of ownership under Chinese law are use rights and income rights. The normal use rights enable the owner to appoint management, but SASAC’s ability to do so is limited despite the powers granted under the Regulations. The Communist Party makes the key appointments to central SOEs. Moreover, the right to income is also difficult to exercise, with central SASAC still not receiving any after-tax profits from SOEs.

The top management and chairman of the board of the 53 largest enterprises are appointed by the Communist Central Committee Organisation Bureau. The position of Deputy Chief Executive Officer and above is appointed by the central

First, a reform proposal must be raised by the holders of at least two-thirds of the non-tradable shares of the company, with the help of professional advisors such as sponsors and lawyers. The sponsor must, on behalf of the board, seek the opinion of the relevant stock exchange on the technical feasibility of the reform proposal. Second, the holders of non-tradable shares and the listed company will hold various meetings with the holders of tradable shares to discuss the reform proposal. Third, the holders of the non-tradable shares entrust the board of directors of the company to convene a shareholders’ meeting. The reform proposal must be approved by at least two-thirds of the voting rights of all shareholders present at the meeting and at least two-thirds of the voting rights of the holders of tradable shares who participated in the vote (either by attending the shareholders’ meeting or via the Internet voting system). Finally, if the reform proposal is approved at the shareholders’ meeting, the board makes a public announcement on its implementation. If the reform proposal is not adopted at the shareholders’ meeting, the holders of non-tradable shares may, after three months, entrust the board to convene another shareholders’ meeting on the reform proposal.


The share price of these companies cannot rise or fall by more than five per cent in one day from the previous session’s close, compared to 10 per cent for other shares: Shenzhen Stock Exchange, Listed Companies Not Implementing the Share Reform to be Differentiated (2007) <http://www.szse.cn/main/aboutus/bsyw/200612259669.shtml> at 14 October 2007.


This was achieved through selling non-core assets and minority shares in core assets of SOEs. Share reform will create a huge pool of equity by allowing previously non-tradable shares to be sold.

Apart from the shares that have been given away as compensation, the State has not sold any of its shares on the market.


Article 13 of the Interim Regulations on the Management of Enterprise State-owned Assets provides that SASAC controls personnel appointments ‘in accordance with appropriate legal procedures’.
SASAC Communist Party Committee through the First Personnel Bureau of SASAC. Managerial positions in other SOEs are controlled by the Second Personnel Bureau of central SASAC. Any other SOEs not in central SASAC’s supervision list are under local government authority. Central SASAC has issued guidance to local SASACs, indicating that the ‘principle that the Party manages cadres shall be upheld and the local party committee shall strengthen its control of important personnel in key local SOEs’.

There are three tiers in the management system of SOEs, with SASAC in the top tier, the holding companies of SOEs in the middle tier and listed SOEs in the lowest tier. This structure has created ample opportunities for SOEs at lower tiers to engage in related-party transactions which would effectively transfer State assets, posing difficulties for SASAC in safeguarding its ownership interests.

The layer of intermediate holding companies and group companies represents the relatively unreformed part of the Chinese State-owned economy. The dividends and after-tax profit of SOEs are generally remitted upwards into this intermediate layer.

SASAC and MOF have agreed to adopt a State capital management budget system to improve the situation, with budget revenues from central SOEs profits and asset sales, and expenditures set aside for investment and restructuring. SASAC receives a portion of revenues for State enterprise restructuring and investment while the MOF will also receive a portion for social security and other public finance needs. The successful operation of this capital management budget system will enable the State to exercise the right to income from its assets, which is a good practical step forward. However, while the protection of State ownership is important, it should not be overstated. Greater diversification of ownership of SOEs will be instrumental in further optimising


62 Ibid.

63 Ibid.


ownership structures and assisting the integration of China’s markets into the global economy.

In recent years, China has gradually diversified the ownership of central SOEs whose operations do not affect national security and in which private and foreign investment is not forbidden in order to standardise the management and transferability of State-owned shareholdings of listed companies. Diversification of the ownership of non-essential SOEs aims to optimise the shareholding structure and place SOEs in a position where they no longer depend entirely on State capital. The main vehicles of ownership diversification of listed companies include stock market listing, split-share reform, and the setting up of joint ventures with foreign investors. For instance, the four State Central Banks – the Bank of China, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, the China Construction Bank and the Agricultural Bank of China – were successfully listed on domestic and overseas stock exchanges and ranked in the 2007 Fortune Global 500. However, the State will continue to hold a controlling stake in strategic enterprises that concern the national economy and national security.

V CONCLUSION

The removal of the legal distinction between tradable and non-tradable shares enables companies to adopt share incentive schemes that align the interests of management with shareholders. As a result, the share ownership structure of listed companies has been improved while simultaneously facilitating governance reform of corporatised SOEs.

Nevertheless, it is clear that further reform is required, as the scope of State ownership will continue to determine the effectiveness of the corporate governance of SOEs. For this reason, the diversification of State-held shares through share listing and M&A activity should continue.

Whilst previous reforms enhanced managerial control over enterprise management, recent initiatives by the Government seem to intensify State authority over large SOEs through SASAC. SASAC currently combines the regulatory, strategic planning, and ownership functions of the State, creating difficulties in resolving corporate governance issues of SOEs resulting from this overlap of enterprise management and State control as both owner and regulator.

68 Ibid.
71 Premier Zhu Rongji, ‘Report on the Outline of the Tenth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development’ (Speech delivered at the Fourth Session of the Ninth National People’s Congress, Beijing, 5 March 2001).
Moreover, the tight control of SASAC over SOEs may unravel the achievements of nearly three decades of reforms: expanding enterprise autonomy and creating independent management. Therefore, excessive State control should be curbed while State ownership is adequately protected. Given the importance of SOEs in China’s economy and continuing State ownership in SOEs, a specific law governing the ownership and management of the State assets should be promulgated to further reform the State sector in the markets opened up as a result of China’s accession to the WTO.